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The story of Anonymous begins with members of 4chan getting dragged into an online fight with                
Scientologists, who had been trying to prevent people from sharing a bizarre video of its               
most famous adherent, Tom Cruise, online. The 4channers were emboldened by success and             
shifted to politics, attacking the PayPal website for refusing to accept donations for the              
whistleblowing website WikiLeaks. The book really comes alive in early 2011, when these             
activists (“anons”), having adopted their name, turned their gaze to Tunisia, alerting an             
initially indifferent media to the revolution and exposing the corrupt Tunisian government,            
before lending support to the worldwide Occupy movement. [...] the group’s activity            
subsequently fracture into more militant and random attacks against businesses and           
governments, and as the FBI and other police forces start to prosecute several of its main                
protagonists. 
Anonymous’s announcement declaring war on Scientology is “poetic and inspirational”; its           
members are “contemporary trickster figures” who wear a mask that “functions as a eternal              
beacon, broadcasting the value of equality”.  
[...] Anonymous have done much that is admirable, and [...] the group is far more complex                
than the press caricature of basement-dwelling criminals. They tend to fight for things most              
of us support: privacy online, freedom of expression, government transparency. But too little             
attention is given to the way they trample over others to get there. One of their early                 
targets was Hal Turner, a neo-Nazi. Repellent – but is it okay for a vigilante mob to                 
relentlessly attack him? Members of the radical, ballsy offshoot of Anonymous, Lulzsec,            
hacked media outlets because they didn’t like a TV show; went after the NHS; hacked a Skype                 
call between the FBI, Metropolitan police and the Garda; leaked the email messages, names,              
phone numbers, home addresses and passwords belonging to Arizona police officers; defaced the             
website of the centre-right Irish political party Fine Gael; and uploaded thousands of email              
addresses of innocent people. [...] Lulzsec “demonstrated the importance of art, expression,            
autonomy, and creation through unalienated labour”. She (Coleman) includes a thoughtful and            
much-needed discussion of Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS ) – a way to bring down a                
website – as a form of legitimate political protest, but she thinks it is hypocritical for                
the British spy agency GCHQ to use a DDoS, while arresting Anonymous activists who do the                
same. “The law”, she writes, “is not equally applied.” But then governments often do things               
that citizens cannot. 
[...] Anonymous are neither criminals nor bored teenagers, but are driven on the whole by               
political motivations which are for the most part thoughtful, considered and courageous. She             
(Coleman) reveals the group to be far more interesting and morally nuanced than is often               
believed, using digital tools and tactics to tilt rights and freedoms away from companies and               
governments and towards people. 
For much of 2014, Anonymous seemed to have gone quiet. But, as Coleman’s book demonstrates,               
it is a reactive, unpredictable and dynamic movement. Last week, it surged back into action:               
after the Ku Klux Klan threatened to use lethal force in Ferguson, Missouri following riots               
there, Anonymous declared cyber war on the group. They hacked the KKK’s Twitter account and               
attacked servers that hosted its sites; they even started to release the personal details of               
KKK members. As usual, it was part joke, part principled; part justified, part irresponsible.              
A movement for our times. 
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